DocuWare PaperScan

What is PaperScan?
PaperScan is a new app for mobile scanning if your smartphone runs on android or iOS 6.0/ 7.0.
Documents will be digitized and stored without bleaching-out or being crumpled. The scanned
documents are captured in a small size, a familiar format and in high-quality for a convenient
handling. Also archiving, sharing, renaming and mailing could be done with minimal effort.
How to use it?
User have only to activate PaperScan and to place their smartphone or tablet over the peace of
paper which should be scanned. The device automatically captures the image, takes the scan,
cuts it to size, and creates a PDF file. Afterwards, the documents could be uploaded, shared, sent
or print. Due to the high scan quality, DocuWare clients can use the “intelligent indexing
service” for automatic classifying and archiving.

Compatibility for PaperScan?
PaperScan requires android or iOS 6.0/ 7.0 and is available in Google Play and the App Store.
You can use PaperScan with one of these iOS-mobiles:
PaperScan is optimized for current Android phones and tablets and for iPhone 5 or later. In iPhone
simulation mode, PaperScan runs on an iPad 3 or newer and iPad mini.

How much does it cost?
Nothing. PaperScan is completely free of cost.
Who's behind PaperScan?
PaperScan is developed by a small team of DocuWare engineers. The app for mobile scanning is
available for all users, because everybody should be able to use its advantages. DocuWare
automates business processes and workflows by electronically managing and sharing documents.
Therefore the company is primarly concerned with developing components needed for Enterprise
Content Management. DocuWare's solutions are highly secure and scalable, flexible to integrate
and use future-proof technologies.
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What are the advantages of PaperScan?
 free of cost and ads
 intuitive, easy and quick to handle
 captures, takes and scans the document automatically
 cuts the scan to size and converts it to greyscale at once
 creates a perfect and small PDF file
 PaperScan can compile scans into multi-page-PDFs
 you can directly share scans as a PDF via email or print them
 PDFs could be sent off to Google Drive, Dropbox (with folder selection) and DocuWare
 PaperScan uses special algorithms for document recognition to maximize scan quality
 high scan quality allows automatic archiving with „intelligent indexing service“ in DocuWare

App Store
https://itunes.apple.com/app/paperscan/id670210933

Google Play
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.docuware.android.paperscan

Social Media
https://www.facebook.com/paperscanapp
https://twitter.com/paperscanapp
More information
http://www.paperscanapp.com
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